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Figure 1. cropped copy of Marcel Duchamp/Alfred Stieglitz silver gelatin
photograph of Fountain, reproduction from The Blind Man, No. 2, 1917.

Marcel Duchamp: Eugenics, Race
Suicide, dénatalité, State Selective
Breeding, Mina Loy, R. Mutt, Roosevelt
Mutt and Rongwrong Mutt.

Scholarship of certain artworks by Marcel Duchamp neglects seemingly trivial details
that turn out to be more than meets the eye. This author has written previously about
the photograph made by Alfred Stieglitz of Duchamp’s famous urinal, establishing that
the photo is a composite made of several photos from slightly different point of views
as well as impossibly exhibiting objects in focus and out of focus in the same plane of
focus (the large rim, e.g.). Figure 1. The photo is like a painting by de Chirico. As we
shall see in a subsequent article, other neglected details such as the cropping of the
original Stieglitz photo lead to a much different role for the photograph. Duchamp’s
famous proclamation regarding painting in the face of an airscrew from Louis Bleriot’s
English Channel crossing plane never received scholarly follow up, despite the prop’s
strong resemblance to Brancusi’s Bird in Space and other works by Duchamp.
Another example would be the existence of at least 5 versions of Rrose Selavy, of
which scholars have only ever discussed two, and never from a photographic point of
view. A photo of a red lipsticked Duchamp slumming in a Sherwin Williams Varnisher’s
cap, given his use of varnish throughout the Large Glass and the 3SS’s, clearly
grounding this Rose in working class vernacular, is also bewildering. The version of
Rose Sélavy with a Paul Poiret inspired, horse-hair toque related to Duchamp’s
dismissal by the racially mixed, Pierpont Morgan librarian Belle Da Costa Greene,
clearly shows evidence of blue-based pancake (around the eyes and neck) used by
film makers to present Caucasian skin lighter with the blue biased orthochromatic film.
Otherwise the skin appears darker as in the Rose Varnisher Cap. Skin whiteness was
a definite issue. A Da Costa photograph survives with her in such post-Edwardian
fashions. Other investigative scholarship by Rhonda Shearer proves that the 3
Standard Stoppages were not an experiment in a meter length string free falling
according to the laws of chance. Unfortunately what the contours of each string do
represent has never been discussed, nor the use of Prussian blue for the backing, nor
the engineer-ish implication of the templates, aside from their role in the Large Glass.
This author has questioned Duchamp’s origin myth of the urinal since pre-war IED’s
following the Black Tom Island explosion by the Statue of Liberty, health/housing
codes surrounding the outbreak of diseases blamed on immigrants, and plumbing
unions territorial fear of jobbers selling sanitary pottery to cheap immigrant labor, all
precluded such an easy purchase as Duchamp has later related to unsuspecting
scholars. Pertinent to our topic here, scholars have never noted the type of dogs,
today known as Roosevelt terriers, used in the match book cover of Rongwrong, nor
the canine connotations of R. Mutt in Duchamp’s Fountain.
The omissions with Duchamp continue with scholarship’s M.I.A. regarding the then
(early Twentieth Century) popular, ethnic cleansing ‘science’ of eugenics and its
relationship to Duchamp. Some writers/artists close to the Stieglitz and Arensberg
circles and Village Bohemia have been implicated within the field of eugenics, not
Duchamp. English painter/poet Mina Loy, named the so-called race mother by literary
critics, writes extensively in both Blind Man issues. Other prominent names would be
Futurism’s Filippo Marinetti, Marius DeZayas (his prominent gelding citation in 291),
Virginia Wolf, Margaret Sanger, Emma Goldman, and Teddy Roosevelt. This last
toured the country in the run up to the war sounding the alarm about ‘race suicide’, the
perceived loss of Anglo-Saxon stock due to immigrants taking jobs and educated
woman forsaking motherhood for careers, something endemic to British eugenics. In
fact, the term ‘race suicide’ descends from the eugenic writings of the English Francis

Galton, Darwin’s cousin, and Karl Pearson, as well, the term race mother stems from
eugenic feminists in England, namely Lady Victoria Welby, Olive Schreiner, writing to
correct the exclusion of women in the politics of race improvement, as will be
discussed shortly. To read below Marcel Duchamp using the term ‘race suicide’ in an
interview with art critic Henry McBride, in discussing state sponsored selective
breeding of women with intelligence, a mainstay of English and European eugenics,
ascertains Duchamp knew eugenics well. Criticism on Duchamp avoids completely
this discourse, despite its clear prominence within the intellectual world of both
conservative and progressive forces. Feminism and the New Women of Village
Bohemia were problematically on board with race improvement, though not at the
expense of women moving from unpaid domestic labor to paid labor. Engaging this
eugenic discourse, originating in the time period, sheds new light on Duchamp’s
coining of the name R. Mutt (mongrelization of the race) and the terminal little
magazine of Duchamp’s, titled Rongwrong, published roughly two months, July of
1917, after the case of R. Mutt, showcasing dogs.
Duchamp did in fact use the term race suicide, stated in a newspaper article
published by NYC arts reporter Henry McBride, roughly a year before someone
presented a urinal to the Society of Independent Artists Exhibition:
The American woman is the most intelligent woman in the world today-the only one
that always knows what she wants, and therefore always gets it. Hasn’t she proved it
by making her husband in his role of slave-banker look almost ridiculous in the eyes
of the whole world? Not only has she intelligence but a wonderful beauty of line is
hers possessed by no other woman of any race at the present time.
And this wonderful intelligence, which makes the society of her equally brilliant
sisters of sufficient interest to her without necessarily insisting on the male element
protruding in her life, is helping the tendency of the world today to completely
equalize the sexes, and the constant battle between them in which we have wasted
our best energies in the past will cease.
This will not by any means produce race suicide (emphasis mine), for the woman of
this state of the far future will be called upon to bear children at a due time, just as a
man is called upon to pay taxes, all responsibility for her offspring being taken from
her.
As things stand today this would be a heavy toll to pay under citizenship, but
assuredly a time will come when science will have achieved that death in childbirth be
unknown.
Given this paean to French eugenics, the attempt here continues with a reading of
Fountain and Rongwrong, informed by the later discredited French science of
eugenics.
Duchamp’s opinion is unusual given that Duchamp is often inoculated by
scholarship against anything political or sociological, yet here we have the hero of
Modernism, and arguably Postmodernism, who waltzes effortlessly through
discourses on pre-Einsteinian science, Poincare, alchemy, Cubism, chess, painting,
etc., talking about government sponsored/forced selective breeding of women with
intelligence, a form of what is known as positive eugenics. More surprisingly,

Duchamp concerns himself with infant mortality rate or “death in childbirth” and the
mothers, here deemed maternally incompetent since “all responsibility for her offspring
[is] being taken from her”. Moreover, equating the bearing children with paying taxes
underlines the status of women as breeders. The right to vote, which is on the horizon, is
neglected. For a figure whose attributed statements by scholars usually involve vague
comments on retinal art and other things like America’s bridges and skyscrapers,
Duchamp’s mandate is out of left field, but right in line with the France’s resolve to end
dénatalité to improve eugenically the French race, which after the losses of life due to
France’s less than fit soldiers performance in the Franco-Prussian war, seemed urgent.
It would seem scholarship avoided this negligible quote the same as scholarship
avoided raising the question of pedigree dogs vs. the mongrel or mutt, in relation to the
signature of R. Mutt on Duchamp’s most famous work, the urinal Fountain.
With the quote above, Duchamp in this instance touches on all the basic tenets of
eugenics, a then science of engineering the human stock in the attempt to save the
‘race’ from race degeneracy, or loss of social agency due to the breeding of lesser
stocks, the job stealing immigrants. As stated, though originating in England with the
writings of Francis Galton and Karl Pearson, and clearly racist in its intent, eugenics in
Duchamp’s mind seems closer to a Fabian Club inspired eugenic feminism. It has a
distinctive French approach, based upon French notions of puericulture, a fusion of
science and childcare intended to check France’s pre-WWI panic over low birth rates
due to infant mortality, especially among the working classes and poor. This would
explain Duchamp’s ‘death in childbirth’ mention, which is not emphasized in German,
American and English eugenic publications. The French Eugenics Society was founded
in 1912 by an obstetrician named Adolphe Pinard, who first promoted puericulture, the
instruction of mothers in pre/post natal care. The same depopulation panic also existed
in pre-war England. In other countries such as America, the eugenic program of some
like Margaret Sanger in her Family Limitations (1914) focused on preventing the unfit
from reproducing (sterilization, pessaries, etc.) and encouraging positive eugenics or the
breeding of the fittest human stock, not unlike Duchamp mentioning intelligent women
‘called upon to bear children at a due time’. Fittest family contests started in America
around this time, originating from Better Baby contests held at state fairs in rural states
like Iowa in 1911. Duchamp differs in that he mentions the death in childbirth will be
unknown due to the wonders of science, like Pasteur’s discovery of the contagious
microbe as the source of disease, and not old fashion claims about miasmas floating in
the ether. The French uniquely attended to natal care in a disease free environment in
order to produce healthy children for the French race. Noteworthy, eugenics relied upon
the Lamarckian acquired traits concept being passed on genetically until the rediscovery
of Mendel’s genetic experiments in1900, creating a quandary for eugenicists.
In Duchamp’s instance here, we have the classic mantra of gender, race, and class at
play. As the illustrated ads in the plumber’s monthly Sanitary Pottery indicate, a urinal
was not marketed the same as a pedestal sink, a side-cladded alcove tub or a designer
toilet. The latter were intended as residential appointments but quickly became
consumer fetishes since they designated the purchaser as middle class since these
appliances wound up in homes with indoor plumbing. As sanitary pottery, the urinals in
NYC represented the city’s fight against infectious diseases like diphtheria, tuberculosis
or typhoid, and usually were found in public comfort stations, large lavatories in
skyscrapers, subway landings or bars. In other words, urinals did not have a residential
connotation and really don’t belong in the same category as the above mentioned

fetishes, though scholars have incorrectly thought of the urinal as a readymade complicit
with consumerism, despite its depiction in J. L. Mott’s Ironworks catalogue as
conspicuously institutional, or conversely not shown in Mott’s illustrations of its home
decor showroom.
Louise Norton in her defense of R. Mutt’s Fountain clearly emphasizes the working
class dimension of plumbing and Mr. Mutt’s occupation as a plumber. Again, eugenics
usually blamed the loss of fertility on immigrants and the working classes, and to a
lesser degree women seeking education, who then neglected maternal/household skills.
Fountain, then, associates the working class plumber Mutt with the panic over infectious
public diseases, Pasteur’s famous microbe. The editors of the BlindMan, No. 2, may
have written that the denoted usefulness of the urinal disappeared; the connotation of
disease phobia did not. Duchamp’s choice of a urinal may seem like a choice in abject
strategy against the high art crowd of NYC avant-garde circles, which is where
scholarship has mostly settled. However, the choice may have deeper roots in
Duchamp’s having been raised in France with the mentioned puericulture, the science of
disease-free childcare, physician fueled with a determined ‘health of the race’ program.
In an attempt to counter the loss of fertility, the French at the turn of the century, under
Adolphe Pinard introduced state sponsored birthing centers where mostly working class
women would have their babies cared for by trained professionals, as authorities
believed the women to be naive in pre/post-natal child care and contributing to the rate
of infant mortality (dénatalité). One of the means to this end was the containment of the
new borns in a glass cradle or incubator within new germ free creches, the glass being
perceived as more easily sanitized to prevent the spread of deadly disease. Buildings
were designed with large glass windows to allow more light, not to mention the ease of
washing, along with glazed tile walls and floors. This tendency increased with the
development of the steel cage system of architecture, where non-load bearing walls
could be converted to glass to supply generous amounts of microbe killing light.
Duchamp’s use of glass is well documented. It could be suggested that the Bride of the
Large Glass might be perceived as a potential race mother, picking and choosing from
the ejaculated seed of the Bachelors. Duchamp’s only child allegedly resulted from a
liaison with a model from his painting the Bride. The glass itself could be like that
Duchamp saw on his fabled American skyscrapers, such as the Woolworth Building,
which Duchamp baptized as a readymade. The urinal, if it was truly vitrified clay, is like
glass and Duchamp’s or Stieglitz’s repositioning strongly suggests a hooded cradle.
Mina Loy, English poet of Jewish/Anglo-Saxon descent, who slept with the leading
Futurists, offers the eugenic feminist alternative to the misogynistic Nietzschian
Superman of Filippo Marinetti’s Futurist Manifesto, the already discussed ‘race mother’,
especially in her then unpublished Feminist Manifesto of 1914. Despite her very visible
presence in both Blind Man issues, a magazine devoted to the Society of Independent
Artists exhibition, and public opinion in NYC construing her as the essence of the ‘New
Women’, Duchampian scholarship has deleted her from the history of the scandal of
Duchamp’s Fountain at the Independent’s. Like Duchamp, Loy’s fame preceded her
arrival in Village Bohemia from England by way of a sojourn with Mabel Dodge in
Florence, penning striking lines from her romance parody Love Songs (1915):
We might have given birth to a butterfly
With the daily news
Printed in blood on its wings.

The argument here speculates her presence might be considered in two ways. This
author offers an alternative to the famous ‘female friend’ Duchamp mentions to his
sister Suzanne as the facilitator of the urinal. Criticism has settled on Elsa Von
Freytag-Loringhoven based upon the distant attribution of her plumbing related God
sculpture, while Mina Loy is very visible and engaged, along with Louise Norton or
Beatrice Wood. The other possible female candidate for the clandestine urinal delivery
would be Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, a definite New Woman of obvious means. She
funded the Independent’s Exhibition with the equivalent of $33,000 in today’s
currency. This conjecture, written elsewhere, is based on the belief the urinal shown in
Stieglitz’s photograph is not made of porcelain, but is a marble carving, something of
which Whitney was a master, having produce monumental marble public fountains,
one of which was titled Fountain. It appears Duchamp added highlights to the negative
or press photo so the urinal appears to be porcelain. Whitney Vanderbilt also had two
pieces in the show. One other suspect never mentioned would be Duchamp himself.
Loy’s contribution also created a playing field of eugenics. This attempt theorizes that
Loy wrote the unmistakably eugenic Letter from a Mother in the BlindMan, No. 2. It
reads “I was born in Minneapolis …’, or Mina Polis, city of Mina, punning on her first
name, and, “… and I am the mother of three children.” Loy gave birth to three children
as of 1917. This Minneapolis woman is “ … a woman who has done her duty towards
the race …” In other words she is a ‘race mother’. Even if the attribution of Letter is
conjectural, the decision of the editors to include this piece says a lot, mainly that
eugenic discourse, being a mother, was a natural ingredient to NYC’s avant-garde
logistics. The cradle like disposition of the urinal then connotes fertility. Loy is
problematic in that her stock, if you will, is mixed, her mother being Anglo-Saxon and
her father Jewish, not being one of the ethnic groups considered ‘fit’. Loy also
represents the position of eugenic feminism that woman hold the power to determine
fertility, and thus, ‘the race’, as stated in the lines here from Love Songs and Letter
from a Mother. This attempts to fill the masculinist lapse existing in the theory of
human evolution that bypassed the role of women. As Anne McClintock most notably
demonstrated in her Imperial Leather, the illustrations for human development such as
Tree of Life depictions, exclusively showed males as the bearers of human evolution,
a singe parent home as some have written.
It is these natural ingredients of eugenics, race suicide and race mother, which
frames or contextualizes the R. Mutt signature and Duchamp’s cover of the little
avant-garde magazine Rongwrong within the larger discourse of eugenics. This article
focuses then on the possible eugenic relations of R. Mutt and the subsequent
Rongwrong illustration, prominently showcasing two dogs, feists or rat terriers, nosing
each other. Figure 2. A brief critique of both works follows. The name R. Mutt appears
in the photograph of Marcel Duchamp’s urinal, titled Fountain, by Alfred Stieglitz.
Figure 1. The urinal was rejected by an ad hoc board of the Society of Independent
Artist Exhibition on April 8 or 9, 1917. Around the 19th of that month, based upon
Stieglitz’s correspondence with Georgia O’Keeffe, the urinal was brought to Stieglitz’s
291 gallery to be photographed for a second edition of the Blind Man, which would
argue the ceramic appliance’s candidacy, especially since all works were to be
accepted upon paying the dues and entrance fee. Stieglitz most likely was needed for
the aura of his name, though any number of 291 photographers could have done the
job, from Edward Steichen or Paul Strand to Charles Sheeler, possibly Man Ray. The
sculptor’s name R. Mutt appears on the out of focus rim, though it is in focus, written

in type matching Duchamp’s signature on earlier paintings, Mariée for example. [This
author has written that the signature was probably applied to the photograph itself
since it is difficult to achieve an opaque black with paint on vitrified porcelain and the
type does not jive with the curving surface of the rim. See Marcel Duchamp/Alfred
Stieglitz (Mutt/Jeff) Fake a Photograph of an Impossible Urinal/Fountain (in a slapstick
way), Tnowakowskiptg.com.]
Again, Rongwrong appeared in July of 1917. Scholarship has never really
established why, or its purpose. One can speculate Duchamp diverted his bored
attention to the Large Glass, which had become a pain in the glass, pun intended.
This writing argues Rongwrong continues the eugenic strain of R. Mutt in Fountain, a
nativist mongrelization of the race. The cover graphic illustrates two dogs, feists or
terriers, today also known as Roosevelt terriers, as mentioned earlier. This comic strip
image, Figure 2, most likely drawn by Duchamp, and not a found object, is printed/
inked on a photograph of a match pack cover accompanied by an Italian surname
Sirio. Scholars have not discussed the iconography of this work in any detail. There
was in fact a Sirio match book factory located in Brooklyn at the time, near the Bush
Terminal on the New York Bay. Southern Italians, along with Russian Jews, Poles,
and Ukranians were the source of nativist anxiety as they immigrated in large
numbers into the wards of NYC’s LES and Brooklyn. Italians such as Marinetti or
Joseph Stella were not the undesirable Italians. Just as Duchamp could have picked
any plumbing shop for his urinal, besides J. L. Mott, he could have illustrated his
canine rendezvous on any number of match books. Why R. Mott or Richard Mott,
instead of Mutt, would have been so damaging is still unclear. The name Mutt most
surely refers to mongrel dogs and the unfit. It seems natural, then, to see the dogs of
RongWrong as related to the Richard Mutt/R. Mutt of Fountain.
Rongwrong’s cover contains two feists, then, engaged in a circular smelling of
each’s hind parts, usually to determine health status or the sexual availability for
reproduction, often referred to as ‘in heat’, if female/male. Feists were a farm working
dog from England, kept for herding and pest control, hence the name rat terriers.
They were also used in a cruel blood sport where wagers bet on how fast a ratter
could tear up a rat released in a closed pit. This working class dog’s presence in
Rongwrong in itself is not special. However, President Teddy Roosevelt, while in the
White House had several such dogs. More relevantly, Roosevelt’s wife upon the loss
of one, acquired another rat terrier, naming him Mutt. A simplistic equation allows that
Duchamp/Stieglitz’s R. Mutt also can refer to Roosevelt Mutt, thus tying Duchamp’s
‘race suicide’ to Teddy Roosevelt’s ‘race suicide’. One could argue too that Roosevelt
was also a ‘richard’, a rich man, Duchamp’s one explanation of why the entrance card
to the Independent’s Exhibition shows Richard Mutt in Spencerian cursive. Thus,
Rongwrong, with its selective breeding connotation, can be construed as a reference
to negative eugenics. Why is this Rongwrong, as in two wrongs don’t make a right? If
one considers the race degeneracy theories of eugenics, especially the positive
eugenic message of encouraging the fittest stock to reproduce, then the Italian
reference and working class dogs clearly states that any fertility here is not among
desirables. In particular, since those of the New York avant-garde, would be cognizant
of the association of R. Mutt to disease related urinals, another negative connotation
pairs disease to Italians breeding. The single match phallically sticking out of the

match book also suggests the dangerous connotation that striking a match is playing
with fire. It also implies a bad match. Thus the possible mating of these two mongrels
would be Rongwrong and Duchamp is implicated in the race hygiene of Futurism.
The image of Rongwrong contains other interesting visual twists. This work is most
likely a composite, like Stieglitz’s photo of Fountain, combining a photograph with
drawing. The sacred Gothic scripted GREETINGS possibly refers to the word IDEAL
printed in the same script on Picabia’s machine aesthetic take down of Stieglitz in the
July issue of 291, Ici, C’est Ici Stieglitz implying that Stieglitz may have made the
photo, given the equipment and knowledge needed to make such a close up photo
and occurring on the heels of the Fountain photo. The line drawing of the dogs
exhibits a line quality reminiscent of illustrations of the era, particularly comic strips
and some of Duchamp’s early caricatures of social situations. Moreover, the cover
illustration of The Blindman, the Independent’s Number, also a line drawing caricature
by Alfred Frueh features a dog on a leash. Here, the dog in question is an Old World
Dachshund, longer and bigger than today’s dachshund, and was also a farm dog
used as a ratter as well as for other vermin. This version of the species provided a
popular derogatory caricature of the Kaiser. As observed in the article cited above,
the dog appears to be restrained by a leash as thin as string. Since the entrance card
hanging from the urinal has Richard Mutt written in cursive, it could be said to be like
the Frueh’s illustration, as in mutts on a string, furthering canine associations with
Richard Mutt.
Another interesting anomaly, scholars have never noticed that the shadows cast by
the dogs in Rongwrong do not match the dog’s bodies. This is most noticeable if
one compares the ears to the far left and right with the projected shapes on the
ground. As stated in the article cited above regarding Duchamp and Stieglitz faking a
photograph of the urinal, the shadows in the urinal constitutes other references such
as a duck-rabbit and a Hamilton Beach massager. So too here. Duchamp will
become more interested in projected shadows of readymades as we see in his 1918
photograph, titled Cast Shadows, silhouetted on his studio walls, and then again in
Tu M’ (1918). For anyone who has taught university level courses in Twentieth
Century European Modernism, the shadow beneath the coupling terriers bears a
close resemblance to a figure in a well know monument, Georgio De Chirico’s
Mystery and Melancholy of a Street (1914). Figure 3. The function of Rongwrong’s
figure of a young girl running with a hoop seems polysemantic like the duck/rabbit
shadow in the interior of Duchamp’s urinal. On one level, since the artist was Italian
this reenforces the Sirio surname on the bottom of the match book cover. The other
added level of meaning relates to what Duchamp might call the female element, the
bane of male dominated eugenics and the ground level or base of the
representation. If one scrutinizes a rotated image of the mutts further, then one can
also discern that the pie-balled identifying patches on their coats have
anthropomorphic characteristics. The point of these visual shenanigans seems to fall
in line with Duchamp’s interest in trick photography as with his Five Way Self-Portrait
from Coney Island he did with Picabia and Roché the same month. Thus aside from
the unsuspected discourse of eugenics, one last thing that seems interesting is that
scholarship on Duchamp has never seriously surveilled his interest in disrupting the
standard syntax or normative reading of photography or print images in general.
This writing has the purpose of exposing the strain of eugenics embedded in

Duchamp’s work, avoided, neglected by, and destabilizing to the received paradigms on
Duchamp. The triad of race suicide, the mutt reference, and the mating behavior stated
in the illustration for Rongwrong point to a more than plausible discourse of eugenics in
Duchamp’s work. This attempt hopes to raise the question for future debate of whether
or not Duchamp believed in the hegemony of eugenics. At any rate it would seem
Duchamp later wanted to disavow his ties to eugenics, especially distancing the name
R. Mutt from breeding and race degeneracy. When Duchamp later issued replica’s of his
urinal, without the ‘richard’ entrance card or the Hartley background, he added the
explanation that Mutt was simply a name chosen to not discredit the sanitary pottery
business of J. L. Mott Ironworks, in an attempt in the opinion of this writer, to steer
history away from eugenic references. One of the pseudonyms Duchamp is known to
have used Pierre Delaire, or P. Delaire, as in pee in the air, would have been funny.
Obviously he could have chosen Jones, Martin or any number of surnames instead. His
explanation of the name ‘a richard’ seems even more bogus, unless one buys into the
wealth status of Roosevelt.
As explained in the article mentioned here regarding the composite status of the
photograph of Fountain, this originary myth of Fountain seems dubious furthermore
since no one in 1917 except the three musketeers of Duchamp, Stella, and Walter
Arensberg knew about Mott as the claimed source of purchase. Duchamp could have
bought the ceramic appliance from at least 5 different jobbers, as they were known, in
Manhattan alone. Moreover, the police et alia on high alert for spies and saboteurs after
the July 1916 Black Tom Island explosion, not to mention America’s declaration of war
against Germany on April 6, would have seen such a purchase with no other pipes and
fittings as suspicious. A urinal could be fitted with nitro or gun powder and a cigar bomb
to create an IED, possibly to be shipped out in a merchant vessel, which was more than
a threat to the war effort. In fact, a German doctor spy was arrested in Hoboken for the
cigar bomb explosion of a munitions depot on Black Tom Island, which destroyed part of
the Statue of Liberty and broke windows in Manhattan. Alfred Stieglitz was from
Hoboken, then called Little Germany. Given his 291 gallery’s involvement in
internationally shipping artwork, one can easily how much this would appear suspicious.
Housing codes related to the spread of disease and plumber’s unions territorial policing
for the poaching by cheap immigrant labor further dampens the idea of Duchamp buying
such a piece unrestrained. The story also goes that they simply walked out of the store
with the urinal under their arms. Judging by the size and scale of the object in the
Duchamp/Stieglitz photo it probably weighed 50-60 pounds, not easily negotiable given
the ungainly shape of the piece. The point is Mott Ironworks probably was never
involved which means Duchamp never had to alter the Mott name, though as well he
could have used Mitt or Matt. The claim here then is the choice of Mutt was deliberate
and aimed at raising the topic of race degeneracy as in the nativist slogan
‘mongrelization of the race’.
The rechristening of Fountain starting in the late thirties to the serialization of stand
alone objects in the Fifties, aside from dropping the signifiers just mentioned, also
distanced or played down the role of Alfred Stieglitz. With the urinal then being
nominated by criticism as a proto-Pop example, followed by the Pop Art tsunami,
Fountain became lost as a photograph and with the death of Stieglitz in 1946, obscured
as a work by Stieglitz. Though Duchamp in 1917 wrote his sister in Paris that the urinal
was submitted by a female friend, not naming whom, he nonetheless started taking

credit as the author and Stieglitz was forgotten. So was any of the history, aside from
Fountain’s rejection from the Independent Artist Exhibition.
Finally, the eugenic discourse, the loss of fertility or low birth rates in France,
England, and America of the fittest population, may have still been on Duchamp’s
mind during his 1963 Pasadena Art Museum retrospective. In one photo, not capable
of being reproduced here, Duchamp postures himself ungainly with one leg on a low
platform between the urinal and a version of a window. He wears a type of sisal hat
with a segmented head band recalling the head band on Rrose Selavy’s famous
cloche. In the other photos Duchamp is hatless. He holds a cigar angled toward the
urinal in the background, suggesting Duchamp is saying to scholars ‘close but no
cigar’ as to the truth of the work, or that there is a baby, which new father’s were
traditionally or symbolically obliged to hand out cigars. An estrogen augmented Eve
Babitz sits in the background so that her ample breasts, usually incorrectly signifying
fertility to males, appear to be leaning into the urinal as if it were a cradle with an
infant to nurse. Other photo’s show a woman clowning with her head in the urinal as if
she’s drinking from a fountain. One interesting image from the show has Duchamp in
profile in line physically with the urinal in profile. Duchamp smokes a cigarette, which
seems unusual given his rather old fashion adherence to pipe smoking or his later
switch to cigars, filling his funerary urn with its ashes. The cigarette dominated
tobacco use with the advent of the First World War, and came to mark the termination
of sex in Hollywood film making. The Case of R. Mutt dismissed. To this association of
cigarettes, it should be noted there existed a Frenchie, a bull dog boxer mix, also
named Mutt, trained by the YMCA to carry supplies such as chocolate and cigarettes
to troops marooned in the trenches, avoiding snipers. This Frenchie became famous
when the engineer brigade to which he belonged smuggled him on board the ship
sailing back to America. During the trip, authorities discovered the dog and demanded
he be thrown overboard, why isn’t clear. The men in the brigade all refused and the
dog arrived in New York City to a hero’s welcome.
Tim Nowakowski

Figure 2. Marcel Duchamp, Rongwrong, July,
1917, front cover reproduction.

Figure 3. Derivative proprietary computer assisted graphics by the author. Copyright 1916
from With Hidden Nu. Detail from Duchamp’s Rongwrong and De Chirico, Melancholy,
1914. All images are in the public domain.

